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AA Electric and Sprecher + Schuh Ring in the New Year!
Sprecher + Schuh offers a wide range of low-voltage industrial control products, including
contactors, a variety of relays, starters, push buttons, switches, terminals and controllers. Our
products are crafted with precision and tested rigorously for performance, far exceeding industry
standards. We constantly seek innovative ways to provide solutions for our global customers.
Sprecher + Schuh is the industrial control manufacturer of choice if you seek quality, reliability, and a
name you can trust.
Order a catalog today!

Series CA7 Contactors for
General or Special Purpose
Starting At Just 45mm Wide
The CA7 contactor series represents the
most modern and flexible IEC power
contactor available today. A wide selection
of contactors covers the entire CA7
horsepower range (up to 75HP @
460/575V). Six of the contactors are only
45mm wide, an extremely small footprint for
such rugged performance.
The CEP7 solid state overload relays offer
superior motor protection with advanced
features like:
Selectable trip class and fieldinstallable modules
Wide current adjustment range of 5:1
Robust, self-powered design with
mechanical and electrical mounting
Self-sealed latching mechanism
Click here to learn more about the CA7

D7 Pilot Devices for High
Performance Control,
Signaling And Switching
Sprecher + Schuh's rugged D7 pilot
devices offer maximum flexibility
and a wide choice for all
applications. This 22mm line is
aesthetically appealing and modularly
designed to make assembly and
interchangeability easy. The D7
operators are available in two different
body styles to meet every application
need. Both operators exhibit a low
profile and stylish appearance while
maintaining the rugged performance
necessary for demanding
environments.
See our push button get run over by
a Hummer H4 and still work!

PSC Series Next Generation Softstarter Intelligent Controllers
We offer a full line of softstarter controllers that utilize reliable solid state electronics to soft start
three phase induction motors. Various options such as “soft-stopping” and braking are also available.
The PCS Softstarter Controller is one of Sprecher + Schuh's newest solid-state controllers, with rich
features at an economical price. This softstarter is specifically designed to start 3-phase motors (up to
400HP@460V / 500HP@575V), but is very compact, easy to use and DIN-rail mountable for models up
to 85A. Four standard starting modes are available with the PCS Controller:
Soft Start
Soft Start with Selectable Kick-Start
Current Limit Starting
Soft Start with Soft Stop
Learn more about what the PCS Softstarters can Improve

1-800-237-8274
Have questions about products? Call our knowledgeable team today!
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